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Finnish Marine Industries coordinates the cooperation in
industrial and economic policy among the companies at
the branch. The association represents its members in the
European Ships and Maritime Equipment Association (SEA
Europe).
The members of Finnish Marine Industries include leading
marine equipment manufacturers, turnkey suppliers,
design offices, software and system providers as well as
shipbuilding, ship repair and offshore yards.
marineindustries.fi

Marine industry consists of:
Marine equipment manufacturers
Turnkey suppliers
Design offices
System suppliers
Software providers
Shipbuilding, ship repair and offshore yards
marineindustries.fi

Sustainable
Finnish Maritime

ResponSea

VISION:

Finnish Marine Industries’ ResponSea initiative is about creating
sustainable maritime together for the future world. The Finnish marine
industry develops the sustainability of its products and its network
together throughout the industry, and informs of the positive outcome
its actions have on the society and the environment.
The Finnish marine industry is known for its ecological solutions
reducing the emissions of the marine transportation. Sustainability
is a valued part of the industry’s companies’ actions. Co-operation is
essential, as the Finnish marine industry is known for its extensive
delivery network, in which the entire network’s actions affect the
sustainability of the product.
ResponSea focuses on reducing the environmental impact of shipping
and shipbuilding, continuous development of the industry’s companies
as fair employers, monitoring the sustainability of the delivery chain
and enhancing circular economy and lifecycle efficiency in all actions.
In our vision, the marine industry’s processes stress the environment
and the people as little as possible.
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Together we create sustainable maritime
for the future world.
Our actions result in an economical and
sustainable vessel, equipment and systems.

FINNISH MARINE INDUSTRIES’
SUSTAINABILITY THEMES
• Reducing the environmental impact of marine
transportation
• Continuous improvement as fair employers

ResponSea encourages the companies of a rather heterogeneous
industry to define their own commitments for accomplishing the goals
of sustainable development and at the same time developing the
company’s operations. In addition, the program monitors the industry’s
progress in sustainability and the results will be published.
United Nations’ sustainable development goals have been implemented
in The Finnish Society’s Commitment to Sustainable Development. The
Commitment 2050 comprises 8 goals and Finnish Marine Industries has
defined, in co-operation with the companies of the industry, which goals
of sustainable development the industry should emphasize.

• Monitoring the sustainability of the delivery chain
• Enhancing circular economy and lifecycle efficiency

#ResponSea #sitoumus2050
www.responsea.fi
Contact us: meriteollisuus@teknologiateollisuus.fi

